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We recently reported two novel breeding lines of rats known as Carioca high-and low-

conditioned freezing (CHF and CLF), based on defensive freezing responses to contextual
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cues previously associated with electric footshock. The anxiety-like profile of these

animals from the 7th generation was tested in the elevated plus maze. The results

indicated that CHF animals presented a significantly more “anxious” phenotype compared

with CLF animals. Animals from the 12th generation were used to evaluate the oxidative

stress status of the cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum. Reactive oxidative species (ROS)

were evaluated using 2,7-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH-DA; a sensor of reactive

oxygen species [ROS]), and the levels of malondialdehyde (MDA), an early marker of lipid

peroxidation, were assessed. The results indicated that free radical concentrations and

MDA levels were significantly higher in all three brain structures in CHF rats compared

with CLF rats. Our data also showed that the hippocampus had the highest reactive species

and MDA concentrations compared with the cortex and cerebellum in CHF rats. Animals

from the 16th generation were used to evaluate the antioxidant enzyme activity of catalase

(CAT) and glutathione peroxidase (GPx) within these three brain structures. The results

indicated that CAT activity was lower in the cortex and hippocampus in CHF rats

compared with CLF rats. No significant difference was observed in the cerebellum. The

enzymatic activity of GPx was significantly decreased in all three structures in CHF rats

compared with CLF rats. The hippocampus exhibited the highest GPx activity compared

with the other two brain structures. These findings suggest the involvement of a redox

system in these two bidirectional lines, and the hippocampus might be one of the prime

brain structures involved in this state of oxidative stress imbalance.
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1. Introduction

The nervous system has tremendous reservoirs of polyunsa-
turated and saturated fatty acids and is extremely prone to
the damaging effects of oxidative stress, resulting in a loss of
membrane integrity, protein damage, and neuronal dysfunc-
tion. Cells have their own defense mechanisms in the form of
reducing molecules and different antioxidant enzymes that
prevent the escalating effects of reactive oxygen species (ROS;
i.e., excessive levels of molecular oxygen or its chemical
derivatives). However, when ROS concentrations exceed the
antioxidative capacity of an organism, the cells enter a state
of oxidative stress, in which excessive ROS induce oxidative
damage incellular components.

Oxidative stress has been linked to the pathological
manifestations of many neurological disorders. Strong evi-
dence indicates that social phobia, depression, anxiety, and
other psychiatric disorders are partially related to oxidative
stress, such as increased reactive species production (Dean
et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2008). A linear relationship between
oxidative stress markers in peripheral blood and anxiety-like
behavior have been established in mice (Bouayed et al., 2007).
These findings support previous studies that showed a close
relationship between brain oxidative stress markers and
anxiety-related phenotypes in six inbred mouse strains
(Hovatta et al., 2005). Several brain areas, such as the
hippocampus, appear to be strongly affected by the deleter-
ious effects of oxidative insult (Bonatto et al., 2005). Similarly,
data from the literature have indicated that exposure to
stressful stimuli produces widespread physiological and
behavioral effects in animals, and oxidative stress has been
recently shown to be associated with anxiety in different
behavioral models (Gingrich, 2005).

The literature has demonstrated significant differences
between “anxious” and “non-anxious” mice with regard to
their oxidative status in both neuronal and glial cells in
various brain tissues, particularly the cerebellum, cortex,
and hippocampus, and peripheral blood cells. Glial cells have
been reported to play a key role in the protection of the
nervous system by detoxifying ROS released by neurons and
acting as debris scavengers and killers of microbial pathogens
(Mosley et al., 2006; Morale et al., 2006). The presence of
oxidative stress in glial cells in the cerebellum and hippo-
campus in “anxious” mice may therefore alter their protec-
tive function.

Anxiety is a complex and multifunctional trait, and indi-
viduals present a wide range of trait anxiety, varying from
extremely low to extremely high levels. Relevant animal
models are needed to study the neuroendocrine, neurochem-
ical, and neurogenetic mechanisms of intricate behavioral
phenotypes, such as anxiety. Various strategies, including
genetic manipulations, selective breeding for extremes in a
particular behavioral phenotype, environmental modifica-
tions, and combinations of these, are normally employed to
gain better insights into the complex cascade of anxiety and
related issues. One of the most promising of these
approaches is the generation and development of two breed-
ing lines derived from the same rat strain with extreme
differences in anxiety-related behavior to explore the genetic
basis of extreme emotionality. The process of selective
breeding began in the middle of the 20th century. Since then,
a wide range and large number of different lines have been
reported in the literature (for review, see Ramos and
Mormède, 2006).

Our laboratory (Gomes and Landeira-Fernandez, 2008)
produced two rat lines, named Carioca high- and low-
conditioned freezing (CHF and CLF), that were selectively
bred for high and low levels of defensive freezing response
to contextual cues previously associated with footshock.
Contextual fear conditioning represents one of the most
efficient and simplest forms of producing aversive learning
(Landeira-Fernandez, 1996) historically associated with one of
the main causes of pathological anxiety (Pavlov, 1927). In a
typical experiment, a rat is exposed to a novel chamber. After
a few minutes of habituation, a brief and unsignaled foot-
shock is delivered. When returned to the same chamber in
the absence of the aversive stimulus, the animal exhibits a
permanent fear reaction to contextual cues previously asso-
ciated with the footshock. Defensive freezing behavior has
been considered one of the most reliable measures of con-
textual fear conditioning. This defensive response depends
on the association between the cues of the experimental
chamber and footshock (Landeira-Fernandez et al., 2006) and
is directly related to shock intensity (Sigmundi et al., 1980).
The results of our ongoing breeding program have already
shown a clear divergence of the conditioned freezing pheno-
type after only three generations (Gomes and Landeira-
Fernandez, 2008). Behavioral and biochemical characteriza-
tion of this animal model may be an important tool for
investigating the involvement of the underlying neural
mechanisms involved in anxiety-related disorders.

The purpose of the present study was to first verify the
behavioral divergence between CHF and CLF animals in the
elevated plus maze test for anxiety. Considering the sparse
data about oxidative stress in bidirectional rat lines bred for
extreme emotionality, the second purpose of the present
study was to biochemically characterize these two new rat
lines by examining different oxidative stress parameters. In
contrast to previous studies that used different inbred strains
(Hovatta et al., 2005) and lines bred on the basis of the
elevated plus maze paradigm (Krömer et al., 2005; Ditzen
et al., 2006), the present study was performed in the same rat
lines. CHF and CLF animals from the 7th, 12th, and 16th
generation were used for the different experiments in the
present study.
2. Results

Fig. 1 presents the mean and standard error of the mean
(SEM) percentage of time spent freezing in CHF and CLF
animals from the 7th (left), 12th (center), and 16th (right)
generations during the contextual fear conditioning test
session. As shown in the figure, CHF animals froze more that
CLF animals across all three generations used in the present
study. This impression was confirmed statistically. Student's
t-test revealed a significant difference between CHF and CLF
animals in the 7th (t28¼15.71, po0.001), 12th (t12¼13.83,
po0.001), and 16th (t22¼65.70, po0.001) generations.



Fig. 1 – Mean (7SEM) percentage of freezing in CHF and CLF animals during the 8 min contextual fear conditioning test in

animals from 7th (left), 12th (center), and 16th (right) breeding generations. *po0.001, significant different between CHF and

CLF animals from each generation.

Fig. 2 – Mean (+SEM) percentage of open-arm entries (left), percent time spent in the open arms (center), and closed-arm

entries (right) in the elevated plus maze in CHF and CLF animals. *po0.05, significant difference between CHF and CLF

animals.

Fig. 3 – Mean (+SEM) reactive species (RS) levels expressed

as fluorescence emission intensity of dichlorofluorescein

(DCF-RS) in the cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum in

CHF and CLF rats. *po0.001, significant difference between

CHF and CLF animals across different brain structures.
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Fig. 2 presents the elevated plus maze results. One CLF
animal fell from the maze during the experiment and was
excluded from the analysis. Student's t-test indicated that
CHF rats had a reduced percentage of open-arm entries
(t27¼2.01, po0.05) and reduced time spent in the open arms
(t27¼2.27, po0.05) compared with CLF animals. No difference
in closed-arm entries was observed between CHL and CLF
animals (t27¼1.52, p40.05).

Fig. 3 depicts the ROS results as fluorescence emission
intensity of DCF-RS in the cortex, hippocampus, and cerebel-
lum in CHF and CLF animals. A two-way 3�2 analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze these results. The first
factor, with three levels, was related to brain structure. The
second factor, with two levels, was related to rat line. This
analysis indicated a significant interaction between the two
factors (F2,52¼20.76, po0.0001) and significant main effects of
brain structure (F2,52¼50.32, po0.0001) and rat line
(F1,26¼124.61, po0.0001). Pairwise post hoc comparisons indi-
cated that CHF rats consistently exhibited more DCF fluores-
cence in all three brains structures compared with CLF rats
(all po0.001). The results also indicated that the hippocam-
pus in CHF rats had the highest DCF-RS emission intensity,
followed by the cortex and cerebellum (all po0.05).

Fig. 4 presents the extent of lipid peroxidation in the three
brain structures in CHF and CLF animals, reflected by TBARS
formation. A two-way ANOVA was used to analyze these
results. Similar to the DCF-RS results, a significant interaction
between the two factors was found (F2,52¼17.31, po0.0001),
with significant main effects of brain structure (F2,52¼20.76,
po0.0001) and rat line (F1,26¼124.61, po0.0001). Pairwise post
hoc comparisons indicated that CHF rats consistently exhib-
ited higher TBARS levels in all three brain structures com-
pared with CLF rats (all po0.001). The hippocampus in CHF
rats had the highest TBARS level, followed by the cortex and
cerebellum (all po0.05).

The CAT activity results in the three brain structures in
CHF and CLF animals are depicted on the left in Fig. 5. The
two-way ANOVA showed a significant interaction between
the two factors (F2,44¼5.52, po0.01), with significant main
effects of brain structure (F2,44¼3.30, po0.05) and rat line
(F1,12¼43.88, po0.01). Pairwise post hoc comparisons indicated
that CHF rats consistently presented a significant reduction of
CAT activity in the cortex and hippocampus compared with
CLF animals (all po0.001). No significant difference was
observed in the cerebellum between these two rat lines
(p40.05).
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The GPx activity results in the three brain structures in
CHF and CLF animals are shown on the right in Fig. 5.The
two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between
the two factors (F2,44¼32.69, po0.0001) and a main effect of
rat line (F1,22¼187.06, po0.0001) but no main effect of brain
structure (F2,44¼3.13, p40.05). Pairwise post hoc comparisons
indicated that CHF rats reliably presented lower GPx activity
in all three brains structures compared with CLF rats (all
po0.001). The results also indicated that the hippocampus in
CHF animals presented lower GPx activity compared with the
cortex and cerebellum (all po0.01).The hippocampus in CLF
animals presented higher GPx activity compared with the
cortex and cerebellum (all po0.01).
3. Discussion

Consistent with our previous report (Gomes and Landeira-
Fernandez, 2008), CHF rats exhibited higher freezing behavior
Fig. 4 – Mean (+SEM) extent of lipid peroxidation in the

cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum in CHF and CLF rats,

reflected by TBARS formation. TBARS are expressed as

nanomoles of MDA per gram of tissue. *po0.001, significant

difference between CHF and CLF animals across different

brain structures.

Fig. 5 – Mean (+SEM) GPx and CAT activity in the cortex, hippoc

significant difference between CHF and CLF animals across diff
in response to contextual cues associated with electric
footshock compared with CLF rats in all three generations
used in the present study. The results obtained from animals
of the 7th generation indicated that CHF animals presented a
significantly more anxious phenotype, reflected by open-arm
parameters in the elevated plus maze, compared with CLF
animals. No differences were found between CHF and CLF
rats in the number of closed-arm entries, suggesting that the
anxiety-like profile of CHF animals was not attributable to
locomotor impairment but rather to increases in aversion to
the open arms. These behavioral differences between these
two lines of animals in the elevated plus maze are consistent
with a previous study that investigated randomly selected
CHF and control animals (Dias et al., 2009) and indicate that
the conditioned freezing parameters used for breeding selec-
tion remained stable in different threatening situations.

Reports in the literature suggest an important association
between anxiety and oxidative stress. For example, recent
studies have shown the direct involvement of oxidative
stress in anxiety-like behavior in rodents (de Oliveira et al.,
2007; Salim et al., 2010a,b; Souza et al., 2007). Berry et al.
(2007) showed that pain sensitivity and emotional behavior in
wild type mice increased with age, likely attributable to the
accumulation of oxidative damage. These authors showed
that deletion of the p66Shc gene resulted in lower levels
of oxidative stress, reduced pain sensitivity, and reduced
anxiety-like behavior. Notably, the p66Shc gene is responsible
for the regulation of reactive species metabolism. Desrumaux
et al. (2005) showed that vitamin E deficiency resulted in
increased levels of central oxidative stress markers that in
turn resulted in anxiogenic-like behavior in mice, with no
abnormalities in locomotor performance.

The limbic region, comprising the frontal cortex, hippo-
campus, amygdala, and hypothalamus, is an important
system involved in behavioral regulation, forming parts of
several well-defined anxiety- and fear-related circuits in the
forebrain (Singewald et al., 2003; Hovatta et al., 2005). The
present study suggests that anxiety and fear might be
associated with increased free radical production in the
cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum, in which CHF animals
displayed high levels of ROS and lipid peroxidation in all
three of these brain structures. The hippocampus appears to
be the most important target, reflected by the highest free
radical concentrations compared with the cortex and
ampus, and cerebellum in CHF and CLF rats.*po0.001,

erent brain structures.
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cerebellum. Considerable data indicate that free radicals are
involved in the biochemical mechanisms that underlie neu-
ropsychiatric disorders in humans. Antioxidant therapy has
profound recuperative effects on oxidative damage (Ozcan
et al., 2004). Free radicals usually affect biomolecules, such as
proteins, lipids, and DNA, and mitochondria (Valko et al.,
2004). The present results are consistent with Bonatto et al.
(2005), Gabbita et al. (1998), and Serrano and Klann (2004),
who also showed that the hippocampus is strongly affected
by the harmful effects of oxidative bursts. Lipid peroxidation
was also significantly higher in the hippocampus and inferior
parietal lobule in elderly individuals who exhibited mild
cognitive impairment (Butterfield et al., 2006).

The present study also investigated the status of two
antioxidant enzymes in CHF and CLF animals. The enzyme
CAT decomposes hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen.
Our data indicated that CHF rats had significantly reduced
CAT activity in the cortex and hippocampus. No significant
difference was found in the cerebellum. Further evidence of
the involvement of oxidative stress came from the GPx
enzyme analysis. The biochemical function of GPx is to
reduce various hydroperoxides to alcohols and hydrogen
peroxide to water, thus offering protection against oxidative
bursts. Consistent with free radical concentrations in various
brain structures and TBARS formation, GPx activity was
significantly decreased in CHF animals compared with CLF
animals. The drastic reduction was observed in the hippo-
campus in CHF rats compared with CLF rats, further suggest-
ing that the hippocampus may be a sensitive target of toxic
oxidative bursts. Similarly, recent studies have shown the
direct involvement of oxidative stress in anxiety-like beha-
vior in rodents (de Oliveira et al., 2007; Salim et al., 2010a,b;
Souza et al., 2007). More direct evidence of the involvement of
oxidative stress in anxiety was provided by Bouayed et al.
(2007). These authors showed that naive Swiss albino male
mice had large heterogeneity in anxiety levels, and they
provided baseline data for the involvement of oxidative stress
in anxiety-like behavior.

The formation of reactive species, both nitrogen and
oxygen, can alter protein conformation through reactions
with amino acid residues apart from damaging the lipid
profile and DNA sequence. For example, oxidatively modified
proteins and lipids may contribute to the formation of
neurofibrillary tangles, together with extracellular deposits
of amyloid β peptide, a molecular hallmark of Alzheimer's
disease, a neurodegenerative disorder in which the involve-
ment of ROS in hippocampal and cortical degeneration
appears to be undeniable (Castegna et al., 2002; Smith et al.,
1997; Volkel et al., 2006).

Important for the present study is the fact that the
hippocampus is an important brain structure involved in
contextual fear conditioning. For example, several studies
have shown that hippocampal lesions disrupted conditioned
freezing in response to contextual cues previously associated
with footshock (Maren and Fanselow, 1997; Richmond et al.,
1999; Rogers et al., 2006; Yoon and Otto, 2007). Therefore, the
highest free radical concentrations in the hippocampus in
conjunction with the lowest GPx activity in the hippocampus
in CHF animals would be expected to enhance the suscept-
ibility of hippocampal neurons and thus disrupt the neural
circuitry involved in this type of emotional learning. How-
ever, our group recently showed that the morphological
organization of the dentate gyrus and CA1 and CA3 subfields
of the hippocampus in CHF rats was not different from
control animals (Dias et al., 2009). These results indicate the
absence of qualitative damage to the tissue and show that
behavioral differences between groups cannot be explained
by hippocampal injury. Additionally, the cell quantification
experiments found no significant differences between CHF and
control animals. Therefore, the involvement of hippocampal
oxidative stress in CHF animals in the present study might
occur at the molecular level.

Studies that have investigated the association between
antioxidant enzymes and phenotypic alterations in bidirec-
tional lines are scarce and contradictory. Hovatta et al. (2005)
investigated the relationship between antioxidative defense
mechanisms and anxiety-related phenotypes in six inbred
mouse strains. They found that the activity of the antiox-
idative enzymes glutathione reductase 1 and glyoxalase 1
were higher in the more anxious lines. However, other
studies that used two Swiss CD1 mouse lines that were
selectively bred for anxiety-like behavior found that glyox-
alase 1 was less expressed in the line with a high anxiety-
related phenotype (Krömer et al., 2005; Ditzen et al., 2006).
Although genetic variability may be at least partially respon-
sible for interspecies and inter individual differences, the
precise mechanisms that underlie the relationship between
emotional stress and oxidative stress in the genesis of
anxiety require further investigation.

In summary, the present study indicated that the bidirec-
tional Carioca line appears to represents a robust animal
model of anxiety. CHF rats exhibited higher oxidative stress
in the cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum compared with
CLF rats. The antioxidative enzyme activity results further
indicated a bidirectional imbalance of redox status. The fact
that CHF animals presented lower CAT and GPx activity
compared with CLF animals also suggests a disruption of
antioxidative defense mechanisms in this bidirectional line.
The hippocampus appears to be the main structure involved
in the imbalance of redox status. Further studies are needed
to precisely identify the biochemical mechanisms that lead to
differences in and the prevalence of this extreme behavior.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Animals

The present study used animals selectively bred for high and
low contextual fear conditioning according to procedures
described in our previous work (Gomes and Landeira-
Fernandez, 2008). Briefly, albino Wistar rats were selectively
bred for differences in defensive freezing behavior using
contextual fear conditioning previously associated with foot-
shock. The elevated plus maze experiment reported in the
present study used 15 CHF and 15 CLF male animals from the
7th generation. The biochemical experiment that evaluated
ROS parameters used seven CHF and seven CLF male rats
from parallel breeding of the 12th generation. The activity of
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two antioxidant enzymes was examined in 12 CHF and 12 CLF
male rats from the 16th generation.

The animals were 15–20 weeks old and weighed 350–480 g.
They were bred and maintained in the colony room in the
PUC-Rio Psychology Department with controlled room tem-
perature (2471 1C) and a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle (lights on
7:00 AM–7:00 PM). The animals were housed in groups of
three to five, according to their respective lines, in polycar-
bonate cages (18�31�38 cm) with food and water available
ad libitum. All of the behavioral experiments were conducted
during the light phase of the light/dark cycle. The animals
were handled once daily for a period of 2 min for 5 days
before the fear conditioning experiment. The experimental
procedures reported herein were performed in accordance
with the guidelines for experimental animal research estab-
lished by the Brazilian Society of Neuroscience and Behavior
(SBNeC) and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Animal handling and
the methods of sacrifice were reviewed and approved by the
Committee for Animal Care and Use of PUC-Rio (protocol
no.20/2009).

4.2. Apparatus

Fear conditioning occurred in four observation chambers
(25�20�20 cm), each placed inside a sound-attenuating
box. A red light bulb (25 W) was placed inside the box, and
a video camera was mounted to the back of the observation
chamber so the animal's behavior could be observed on a
monitor outside the experimental chamber. The floor of each
chamber consisted of 15 stainless steel rods (4 mm diameter)
spaced 1.5 cm apart (center-to-center) that were wired to a
shock generator and scrambler (Insight, São Paulo, Brazil). An
interface with eight channels (Insight) that connected the
shock generator to a computer allowed the experimenter to
apply an electric footshock. Ammonium hydroxide solution
(5%) was used to clean the chamber before and after each
subject.

The elevated plus maze consisted of two wooden, oppos-
ing open arms (50�10 cm) arranged perpendicular to two
other closed arms of the same size enclosed by 40 cm high
walls. These four arms delimited a central area of 10�10 cm.
The open arms were surrounded by an acrylic protection
(1 cm high) to prevent the animals from falling from the
apparatus. The maze was elevated 50 cm above the floor.
Illumination was provided by a dim light bulb (60 W) on the
ceiling of the experimental room, and the light intensity in
the center of the maze was adjusted to 55 lux. A video camera
linked to a monitor and computer in an adjacent room
videotaped the experimental session. The apparatus was
cleaned with 98% ethanol before each rat was placed in
the maze.

4.3. Contextual fear conditioning procedure

The contextual fear conditioning protocol consisted of one
training session and one test session. During training, each
animal was placed in the observation chamber for 8 min. At
the end of this period, three unsignaled 0.6 mA (1 min)
electric footshocks were delivered, with an inter shock
interval of 20 s. Two minutes after the last foot shock, the
animal was returned to its home cage. The test session
occurred approximately 24 h after training and consisted of
placing the animal for 8 min in the same chamber in which
the three footshocks were delivered on the previous day. No
footshock or other stimulation occurred during this period. A
time-sampling procedure was used to evaluate fear condi-
tioning in response to contextual cues. The animal was
observed every 2 s, and a well-trained observer recorded
episodes of freezing, defined as the total absence of non-
respiratory movements. The animals used in the present
study were selected from each breeding line based on their
freezing response during the test session.

4.4. Elevated plus maze procedure

Each animal was placed in the center of the elevated plus
maze facing one of the closed arms. The experimental
session lasted 5 min. A highly trained observer who remained
blind to the treatment conditions recorded the number of
entries into and time spent on the open and closed arms with
the help of computer software. From these measures, the
percentage of open arm entries (100�open arm entries/total
arm entries) and percentage of time spent on the open arms
(100� time open/[time open+time closed]) were calculated for
each animal as indices of anxiety-like behavior. The absolute
number of closed arm entries was interpreted as a reliable
index of locomotor activity (File, 1992; Cruz et al., 1994).

4.5. Sample preparation for oxidative stress parameters

All of the rats were sacrificed by decapitation, and the brains
were quickly removed, dissected to separate various struc-
tures (i.e., cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum) on an ice
pad, and further homogenized in a 10 vol of 50 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 7.4. The homogenate was centrifuged at 4000� g at 4 1C
for 10 min, and a low supernatant fraction (S1) was used for
ex vivo assays.

4.5.1. Free radical concentration measurements
To estimate the level of total ROS production, 50 μl samples
were diluted 1:10 in Tris-buffer (pH 7.4). The oxidation of 2,7-
dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCHF-DA) to fluorescent
dichlorofluorescein (DCF) was measured for the detection of
DFC reactive species (DCF-RS) using the method described by
Colpo et al. (2008). The DCF fluorescence emission intensity
was recorded at 520 nm (with 480 nm excitation) using a
fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-2000; Hitachi,
Tokyo, Japan) 60 min after the addition of 12 μl DCHF-DA to
the medium.

4.5.2. Rate of lipid peroxidation
The rate of lipid peroxidation was measured as described by
Ohkawa et al. (1979). The low supernatant fraction (S1) from
various structures was mixed with incubation medium that
contained 0.01 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4) and incubated at 37 1C
for 60 min. Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS)
production was stopped by adding 100 μl of acetic acid buffer
(pH 3.5), and lipid peroxidation products were measured by
adding 100 μl of 0.6% TBA. The tubes were then incubated in
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boiling water for 60 min, and their contents were subjected to
spectrophotometric analysis. The amount of TBARS produced
was measured at 532 nm using malondialdehyde (MDA) as an
external standard. TBARS levels are expressed as nanomoles
of MDA per gram of tissue.

4.5.3. Glutathione peroxidase assay
GPx activity in S1 was assayed spectrophotometrically
according to the method of Wendel (1981) through the
Glutathione (GSH)/Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-
phate (NADPH)/glutathione reductase (GR) system. Hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) was used as the substrate. S1 was added to
the GSH/NADPH/glutathione reductase system, and the enzy-
matic reaction was initiated by adding H2O2. In this assay,
enzyme activity is indirectly measured by determining
NADPH decay. H2O2 is decomposed, generating Glutathione
disulfide (GSSG) from GSH. GSSG is regenerated back to GSH
by the glutathione reductase that is present in the assay
medium at the expense of NADPH. Enzymatic activity is
expressed as nanomoles of NADPH per minute per milligram
of protein.

4.5.4. Catalase activity
For CAT activity, the S1 supernatant was assayed spectro-
photometrically according to the method of Aebi (1984),
which involves monitoring of the disappearance of H2O2 in
the presence of brain structures homogenate at 240 nm. An
aliquot of S1 was added to 50 mM potassium phosphate
buffer, pH 7.0, and the enzymatic reaction was initiated by
adding H2O2. One unit of enzyme was defined as the amount
of enzyme required to monitor the disappearance of H2O2.
Enzymatic activity is expressed as units (U) per milligram of
protein, in which1Udecomposes 1molH2O2 per minute atpH7
and 251C.
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